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Abstract 
With the proliferation of personal wireless devices in the Internet-of-Things (IoT), such as mobile 
phones, wearable devices and smart home sensors, it becomes more and more critical to secure the 
communications among them by establishing initial trust (authenticated secret key establishment). 
The major challenge, is the lack of pre-shared secrets among IoT devices that are deployed in an ad 
hoc manner. In addition, personal devices are likely to be constrained in hardware interfaces and 
computational resources. Existing techniques such as device pairing usually need auxiliary secure 
channels or user interfaces that may not be present, and require significant human effort. In this talk, 
we take a different “in-band” approach to establish initial trust without prior secrets, which is done 
purely using the wireless channel and with little human support. The key idea is to assure message 
integrity protection and authentication by detecting or preventing signal manipulation (or man-in-
the-middle) attacks in the wireless channel. We first present a game-theoretic approach or modeling 
and analysis of signal cancellation attacks, where the optimal strategy of the attacker and defender 
are derived. Then we present a channel-randomization based method to thwart signal cancellation 
attacks. When the channel is fully known by the adversary, we introduce several PHY-layer 
primitives for integrity protection, by either detecting signal cancellation attacks with a helper, or 
preventing simultaneous signal cancellation using multiple verifiers, and exploit helper movement 
for authentication. Our schemes can resolve important challenges in IoT trust establishment, by 
eliminating default passwords, the need of public key infrastructure, while satisfying the efficiency 
and scalability requirements. Finally, I will discuss some future research directions in this area. 
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